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At the same time, Lolita was also stunned, unable to recover for a long time.
In a blink of an eye, Yue Feng, who was mocked by everyone, became friends with Mr.
Kunning.
Incredible.
Under the feeling, Lolita couldn’t help looking at Yue Feng, and suddenly felt that this
man didn’t seem to be as annoying as before.
At this time, Maddie’s face was extremely ugly.
This Yue Feng has actually become a friend of Mr. Kun Ning? How could he be able to
receive such courtesy from Mr. Kunning?
No, just now Mr. Kunning admitted the wrong person. In order to alleviate the
embarrassment, he took the initiative to make friends with this waste. Yes, it must be
the case.
Thinking of this, a smile appeared on Maddie’s face again.
In the next second, Maddie said to Yue Feng, “Hey, you’ve eaten soft rice, and you’ve
also drank wine, let’s go, we’re going to talk about serious business later, it’s no fun to
stay here.”
This idiot.
Yue Feng chuckled lightly, glanced at Maddie, and ignored it.
Kunning’s expression changed, his heart was angry, and he glared at Maddie.
Ma De, the young master of the Mai Wei family, is he mentally ill? This Mr. Yue Feng,
but Olina’s friend, doesn’t even dare to neglect himself in the slightest. How dare he
speak out? At this time, seeing Yue Feng not speaking, thinking that he was guilty,
Maddie
shouted again: “Can’t you understand people’s words? Hurry up.
“
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Hand, slapped Maddie’s face fiercely!
With this slap, Kunning almost used all his strength, only to hear Maddie’s scream,
staggered back, and sat on the ground.
hiss!
At this moment, everyone around couldn’t help taking a breath of cold air.
Maddie covered her face and was almost blinded: “Mr. Kunning, what’s the matter?”
“So rude to my friend, Maddie, do you think I’m air?” Kunning scolded coldly, his voice
Falling down, he rushed over and kicked Maddie violently.
Maddie was completely stunned, and was kicked and rolled on the ground.
Everyone around was dumbfounded, and soon, a few guests couldn’t stand it any
longer and came up to persuade.
“Mr. Kunning, don’t be impulsive!”
“Calm down!”
However, Kunning didn’t listen at all, looked around and shouted angrily: “Shut up! I tell
you, this Mr. Yue Feng is my friend. , Sleep is disrespectful to him, just look down on me
Kunning.”
Hearing this, everyone looked at each other, and they dared not talk nonsense any
more.
At this time, McGrady couldn’t help shouting: “Mr. Kunning, I was wrong, I was wrong, I
will not be like this in the future.”
At this time, McGrady almost wanted to cry without tears. I would beat myself up in
public because of a friend I just met.
“Maddy!”
Kunning sneered and said angrily, “It’s not that I don’t give you a chance, you are
bullying people everywhere because you are the young master of the Maiwei family,
and now you are rude to my friends in public, I think, I There is no need to cooperate
with your family!” The
voice fell, Kunning waved his hand: “Come on, shoot him out for me.”
What?

Hearing this, Maddie’s heart trembled, and he slumped on the ground, completely
stunned.
Soon, a few servants walked in quickly and took McGrady out without any reason.
Huh….
Seeing this scene, everyone around was completely dumbfounded, staring blankly at
Yue Feng, speechless.
Kunning actually stopped cooperating with the Mai Wei family for this door-to-door sonin-law?
quiet!
For a while, the entire hall was silent.
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“Friend…”
At this moment, Kunning squeezed out a pleasing smile and said apologetically to Yue
Feng: “I’m so sorry, the first time you attended my private banquet, you met such an
unqualified person. Man, but you can rest assured now, this Maddie has been kicked
out by me!”
This!
Seeing this scene, everyone present was dumbfounded!
This, what’s the situation? !
The dignified Mr. Kunning was so polite to this Yue Feng, didn’t they just know each
other?
What ability does this door-to-door son-in-law have? Can make Kunning so humble.
Lolita was also stunned.
To be honest, she was very worried before, she was afraid that Kunning would drive
Yue Feng out under Maddie’s instigation, and then the entire Dumen family would be
embarrassed, but she didn’t expect that what happened in front of her was completely
and worrying. On the contrary, Maddie was kicked out, while Yue Feng was left behind
like a VIP.
Shock!

At this time, Lolita was completely shocked.
Yue Feng laughed without saying a word!
“Friend!” Seeing that Yue Feng didn’t speak, Kunning suddenly felt uneasy, and quickly
said: “Is it my banquet, what else makes you dissatisfied…”
This person is Olina’s friend , If you are neglectful today, you will not have a good life.
Yue Feng showed a smile and said to Kunning: “Mr. Kunning, don’t be too polite, this
banquet, I just came with my wife, since Maddie’s annoying fly has gone, I’m relieved. “
Saying that, Yue Feng smiled at Lolita: “I’ll go back first, about the plantation, please
explain the situation to Mr. Kunning, I believe he will not embarrass you.”
After saying this, Yue Feng Turn around and leave the hall.
Phew…
Seeing Yue Feng’s back leaving, Lolita reacted and couldn’t help but let out a sigh of
relief.
The next second, Lolita walked up to Kunning, bit her lip and said, “Mr. Kunning, I…”
Before she could finish speaking, Kunning waved her hand and said politely, “Miss
Lolita, I have already heard about your grape plantation, it happened suddenly,
everyone understands, don’t worry, I will not hold you accountable for the Dumen
family, and I will not ask for liquidated damages…”
Hearing this, Lolita’s body trembled, she was extremely happy, and her mood suddenly
improved a lot.
…..
On the other side, an upscale pub in Pearl City.
In the luxurious box on the second floor, McGrady sat there with a gloomy face,
accompanied by two sexy beauties, but at this time McGrady was not interested.
Thinking that at the private party just now, Kunning taught herself a lesson in public and
kicked herself out for the sake of the son-in-law who came to the door, Maddie couldn’t
help shaking her heart and almost exploded with anger.
Mad, today is really too embarrassing.

Opposite Maddie, sat a gloomy middle-aged man with a centipede tattooed on his neck,
and his body was filled with a powerful aura.
The middle-aged man is called Man Xiong, the leader of a group of bandits, and he is
ruthless. A year ago, Manxiong and Maddie met, and they became friends because they
were both lustful and like-minded.
At this time, seeing Maddie’s depressed face, Manxiong couldn’t help laughing: “Master
Maddie, the two beauties are not interested, what makes you so unhappy.”
Maddie smiled bitterly: “Don’t mention it, Just thinking about it makes people angry.”
Huh?
Hearing this, Manxiong was a little surprised: “What’s the matter? Let’s listen to it.”
Maddie pondered for a while, but he hesitated, and finally said: “Ma De, the one from
the Dumen family who came to the door. Son-in-law, today at Mr. Kunning’s private
banquet, I made a fool of myself and was kicked out!”
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Saying that, tell the situation at that time!
“What?”
Knowing the situation, Manxiong looked indignant and couldn’t help but patted the table:
“A son-in-law who came to the door, dared to offend Master Maddie, he was courting
death, but he is a person who knows Mr. Kunning’s kind. Big man?”
“Hehe!” Maddie sneered, and said disdainfully, “He knows a shit, but Mr. Kunning
mistaken him for the wrong person. It’s just luck. Maddie, I really can’t swallow this bad
breath.”
Manxiong nodded suddenly . , then patted Maddie on the shoulder and comforted:
“Okay, just a son-in-law who came to the door, so you frown? In this way, I will let my
subordinates find a chance to teach that guy a lesson, and help you out. “
Manxiong, don’t take it lightly, that guy doesn’t have any holy power, but he fights very
hard!” Maddie couldn’t help reminding him.
At the wedding before, Maddie had learned how powerful Yue Feng was.
Manxiong looked confident and said proudly: “Don’t worry, my subordinates are not
vegetarian!”

Seeing him say this, Maddie showed a smile, because Manxiong said it well, their group
has been doing evil everywhere in recent years. Even the guards can’t do anything
about it, it’s more than enough to deal with a Yue Feng.
At this moment, McGrady was in a good mood all of a sudden, and smiled: “Then I will
ask Big Brother Manxiong for this matter. Today’s consumption is mine, haha…” The
voice fell, and McGrady hurriedly gave Manxiong to arrive. a glass of wine.
“Haha, Master Maddie just wait for my good news!”
….. the
other side.
Yue Feng returned to the Dumen family, and seeing that it was still early, he sat on the
balcony and basked in the sun leisurely.
After a while, Lolita came back from the banquet.
“I’m asking you!”
Seeing Yue Feng, Lolita couldn’t hide her doubts and asked, “What’s the matter with
you and Mr. Kunning?”
At the wedding banquet, Mr. Kunning told Yue Feng attitude is really unpredictable.
“Friends I just met, weren’t you watching from the side at the time?” Yue Feng looked
indifferent.
Lolita’s face was full of disbelief, and she wanted to ask again, just at this moment, Du
Men walked in, followed by the housekeeper Launa.
“Lolita!”
Du Men looked at Lolita with a smile: “I heard that you went to Mr. Kunning’s private
banquet. What did Mr. Kunning say about our plantation? Did it embarrass you?”
Lolita bit her lip lightly and responded, “Mr. Kunning understands and doesn’t
embarrass me.”
When she said this, Lolita couldn’t help but glance at Yue Feng.
She knew that Mr. Kunning’s generosity had something to do with Yue Feng.
“That’s good! That’s good!”

Hearing this, Du Men was relieved and said with a smile: “You have to worry more
about the family business in the future. By the way, if you encounter anything in the
future, you can talk to Yue Let’s discuss it with Feng, after all, he is your husband now.”
Lolita’s face showed a trace of complexity, and she couldn’t help but look at Yue Feng.
Yue Feng scratched his head: “Lolita’s ability to do things is very strong, why do you
need my help!”
Seeing Yue Feng being humble, Du Men smiled.
And Launa, who was standing by the side, couldn’t help but mocked: “The family
industry is too lazy to participate, this is to eat soft rice for a lifetime.”
Although Yue Feng taught Maddie a lesson in public at the wedding, in Laona’s heart,
she still looked down on her.
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At this time, Lolita also gave Yue Feng a disappointed look.
Ben also had some expectations for him, but he didn’t expect that this Yue Feng was so
unmotivated.
Disappointed, Lolita left with Laura.
Ugh!
As soon as his forefoot left, Du Men sighed lightly and said to Yue Feng: “Mr. Yue Feng,
I really wronged you, Lolita’s personality is a little cold, but she has a good heart.”
Yue Feng smiled slightly: “Old man, don’t worry, Since I promised you, within the
agreed time limit, I will take good care of Lolita.” After
chatting for a while, seeing that it was still early, Yue Feng went to the beach to find
Adolph and his grandson.
In the past few days, Du Men used his connections to search for news about Miaoying
and Yanhong in the entire Roland Continent, but there was no clue. Yue Feng couldn’t
wait, so he wanted to go to Adolf to investigate some things.
You know, Adolf is a well-known pharmacist in Pearl City. He knows many people and
is well-informed. Maybe we can get some clues about Miaoying and Yanhong from him.
As a result, after leaving the manor, Yue Feng realized that he was being followed.

Yue Feng noticed that several burly men followed sneakily behind, with fierce eyes and
unkind expressions. Moreover, each of them is not low in strength, and they are all
around the Holy King.
interesting?
Noticing this, Yue Feng did not panic at all, except for Pearl City, he went directly to the
barren hills in the suburbs.
“Hey!”
When they reached a forest, Yue Feng stood on the cloth and said to the people behind
him, “Why are you following me?” The
men looked at each other with a fierce look on their faces, and quickly surrounded Yue
Feng.
One-eyed took the lead, looking at Yue Feng up and down at this time: “Boy, are you
the son-in-law of the Dumen family?”
Yue Feng nodded: “It’s me.”
After hearing the answer, One-eyed stopped talking nonsense and said coldly. : “That’s
right, your kid has provoked someone who shouldn’t be provoked. If you don’t want to
die, you will cut off an arm.”
Cut off an arm yourself?
Yue Feng frowned and couldn’t help laughing: “If I guessed right, you were sent by
Maddie, right now, I’m in a good mood now, I don’t want to embarrass you, get out!”
Shuh!
Hearing this, whether it was One-Eyed or the companions around, they were all furious.
A mere son-in-law who came to the house, a rubbish who eats soft rice, didn’t even take
his own people seriously, he was just courting death.
“Fuck him.”
Under his anger, One Eye couldn’t help but howl.
wow.
The voice fell, and several companions rushed over thinking of Yue Feng.

Looking at the few people rushing up, Yue Feng chuckled lightly, motivated by his inner
strength, and directly greeted him.
Bang Bang Bang…
Although the strength of the one-eyed companions is not weak, in front of Yue Feng, it
is not worth mentioning at all, and in a few moments, a few people were easily knocked
to the ground.
What?
Seeing this scene, the one-eyed heart trembled, and he stared at Yue Feng blankly,
extremely shocked and angry.
This guy has no holy power at all, how can he be so powerful? Before he could see
clearly, several of his companions fell.
How did he do that?
Snapped!
Just when One-eyed was stunned, Yue Feng flashed his body, rushed over quickly, and
slapped One-eyed’s face with a slap.
One-eyed howled miserably, and the whole person flew out and fell heavily on the
ground. Before he could get up, he was stepped on by Yue Feng.
At this time, Yue Feng, with a relaxed face, clapped his hands and said: “Tell me, did
Maddie send you here?”
“You…”
Being stepped on by Yue Feng, one-eyed was extremely sad and angry, and shouted: ”
Let me tell you, I am the man of the eldest man, if you dare to fight with us, you will die!”
The
voice fell, and the surrounding companions who were knocked to the ground also
shouted.
“Boy, Boss Manxiong won’t let you go!”
“You wait to die…”
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?

Hearing this, Yue Feng frowned secretly, this savage man, who I heard from Du Men
before, is an out-and-out villain.
But, don’t you know this barbarian? Why send someone to follow you?
While murmuring in his heart, Yue Feng was too lazy to think too much, and said coldly
with one eye: “Go back and tell you boss Manxiong that you want to trouble me, come
and teach me anytime.”
After that, Yue Feng turned around and strode away . .
Just after returning to Pearl City, a man walked up to him quickly, with a unicorn car
parked beside him.
“Mr. Yue Feng!”
When he got to the front, the man said very politely, “Mr. Kunning has something to do, I
would like to invite you to the manor to talk about it!”
Kunning? What is he doing to me?
Yue Feng frowned, but got into the car anyway.
Soon, at Kunning’s private manor, Yue Feng was directly invited to the second floor.
call!
When he arrived at the meeting room on the second floor, Yue Feng was stunned and
saw a graceful and sexy woman sitting there, wearing a long red dress, which was very
eye-catching.
It was Olina.
“Mr. Yue Feng.” At this moment, Olina hurriedly stood up, with a hint of respect on her
delicate face: “I’m sorry, I’m not inconvenient to show up for a private banquet during
the
day!” Yes, Kunning held a private banquet during the day. At the time, Olina was also in
the manor, but because she was the leader of the Bloody Hand Organization, it was
inconvenient to show her face.
Yue Feng smiled: “You are looking for me specifically, you won’t just say this? I asked
you to help me find someone before, how is it?” When he was in Arendis, Yue Feng
explained to Olin Na, let her help him find Miaoying and Yanhong.

“I have sent someone to look for it, but there is no clue yet?” Olina bit her lip and said
with some shame: “But Mr. Yue Feng, please rest assured, I will do my best to find
those two women!”
Phew!
Hearing this, Yue Feng was a little disappointed, but still nodded.
“Mr. Yue Feng!”
At this time, Olina came over and hesitated: “You have seen my sincerity, can you…can
you give me the antidote to the magic pill…”
Saying this At the time, Olina’s eyes were full of expectations.
During this period of time, the efficacy of the Tongshen Pill was slowly onset, and Olina
clearly felt that her body was obviously weaker than before. This time, she was looking
for Yue Feng to get the antidote.
Haha…
Seeing Olina’s expression, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing.
After a long time, it turned out that I wanted an antidote.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng took out an antidote from his body and handed it to Olina:
“I happen to have one on me, you should take it first, but I have to tell you that this one
can only last for half a year. After half a year, you can get me another antidote and you
will be cured!”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s face was serious, but his eyes flashed with slyness.
Yue Feng lied to Olina. Taking this antidote, Olina recovered. There is no saying that it
will last for half a year. This is to make Olina worry about herself.
Speaking of which, Yue Feng didn’t want to give Olina the antidote so quickly, but he
thought of relying on her for help in the future, so he simply took it out.
“Thank you, Mr. Yue Feng!”
Olina took the antidote and hurriedly stuffed it into her mouth.
Yue Feng nodded, not forgetting to exhort: “Looking for someone, you have to hurry
up!”
“Understood, Mr. Yue Feng!”

After Yue Feng explained a few more words, he said goodbye to Olina.
……
this moment, the other side.
Northwest of Pearl City, in an abandoned house.
Man Xiong sat in front of the bonfire with a gloomy face.
In front of him, there were several subordinates standing in fear and sincerity, all of
them with blue noses and swollen faces, and they were the one-eyed and others who
followed Yue Feng during the day.
“Ma De!”
At this moment, Man Xiong glared at the one-eyed few people and cursed: “Are you all
rice buckets? So many people deal with a door-to-door son-in-law, and he even taught
him a lesson? Even one was soft-hearted. You can’t even handle the food, you are
even more useless!”
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The barbarian at this time is very hot.
I thought I could show my strength in front of Maddie this time, but I didn’t expect a few
subordinates to be so useless.
Facing the rage of the barbarians, the one-eyed few wanted to cry but had no tears.
The next second, One Eye said cautiously: “Boss Manxiong, it’s not our fault, that kid is
too evil!” The
voice fell, and several companions behind him nodded in agreement.
“Yeah, that kid doesn’t have holy power, but he can shoot very quickly…”
“I didn’t see how he shot at that time.”
After listening to the words of his subordinates, Man Xiong gradually calmed down and
frowned: “That kid Really so powerful?” The
one-eyed few nodded quickly.

“Crack!” Manxiong slammed down the table, with a grim expression on his face, with a
bit of
sullenness in his eyes: “No matter how evil this kid is, whoever dares to touch me is
courting death!”
One-Eyed ordered: “You all prepare immediately, tie up the eldest lady of the Dumen
family, and then lead this kid out!”
No matter how powerful Yue Feng is, as long as he captures his wife, he will definitely
be submissive.
“Okay, boss!” One Eye nodded quickly.
Immediately, One Eye thought of something, scratched his head and said, “Boss, we
have tied up the eldest lady of the Dumen family, can that kid come out? He is a son-inlaw who came to the door!” The
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voice fell, and Manxiong scolded angrily: “You are so special. I don’t have a brain, my
wife has been arrested, can he still eat soft rice with peace of mind?”
One-eyed suddenly realized, and quickly flattered: “Understood, the boss is still very
thoughtful.”
The voice fell, and several people around also agreed.
“It’s still the boss!”
“This is a great way.”
Manxiong urged impatiently, “You don’t want to flatter me at all, and act quickly.”
“Yes, boss…”
…
Another On the other hand, Yue Feng returned to the Dumen family and saw the lights
in Lolita’s room from a distance.
Take a break so early?
Yue Feng murmured in his heart, but without thinking much, he walked over and
opened the door!

What the hell!
The moment the door was opened, Yue Feng’s body froze when he saw the scene in
front of him, and the whole person was stunned!
I saw that there was a wooden barrel in the room, filled with herbs, steaming hot, and
Lolita was soaking in it, without any cover, the charming curves were looming…
During this time, Lolita has been insisting The medicated bath was only during the day
before, but today there are too many things, so it was postponed to the evening.
hiss.
At this moment, Yue Feng was stunned, his head was blank!
At this time, Lolita also saw Yue Feng, and suddenly her body trembled!
“Ah!”
Soon, Lolita reacted and couldn’t help screaming. At the same time, she pulled a bath
towel and wrapped herself, shy and angry: “You… When did you come back?”
He wasn’t Are you out? Why did you come back so soon?
“I…” Yue Feng didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. He scratched his head and said, “I
didn’t mean it, you… you continue…” Then he hurried out the door.
Nima, I thought Lolita was resting, it turned out to be in the medicinal bath… After a
while, Lolita put on her clothes and opened the door. At this time, the blush on her face
had not completely subsided.
Seeing Yue Feng standing outside, Lolita was even more embarrassed.
For a time, the atmosphere was very delicate.
“I…”
After more than ten seconds, Lolita bit her lip and said softly, “I’m going out for a walk.”
It was so embarrassing just now, and she had to calm down.
Yue Feng reacted: “Would you like me to accompany you…”
“No!” Lolita decisively refused, and at the same time quickened her pace.
Ugh!
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Looking at Lolita’s figure walking away, Yue Feng couldn’t help shaking his head and
smiling bitterly. This eldest lady is still very resistant to herself.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng went back to his room to rest, and after a day of tossing
around, he was really tired.
Yue Feng was not worried about what happened to Lolita, after all, she was the eldest
lady of the Dumen family.
…..
As a seaside city, Pearl City is very lively at night.
Lolita wandered the street for a while, and her mood finally calmed down.
Thinking about it carefully, this Yue Feng didn’t seem to have much ability, but he
helped him a lot before he knew it, and he saved his own life.
Is it too much to be so indifferent to him?
I thought, Lolita is going home.
However, as soon as they reached an intersection, a few men suddenly stopped Lolita,
all with malicious smiles on their faces.
Yes, it is Manxiong’s subordinates, a few people with one eye.
At this moment, one eye looked at Lolita up and down: “Miss Lolita?” She
is indeed the most beautiful rich lady in Pearl City. This face, this figure…
It’s so sexy.
Lolita was taken aback and said vigilantly: “Who are you? Why are you blocking my
way?”
“Hey!”
One-eyed smiled and said, “Don’t be afraid, our boss wants to see you!” Just take out a
sack and cover Lolita directly!
Oops, I was kidnapped!

Lolita was taken aback, and before she could react, she was quickly taken away by
one-eyed people!
Ten minutes later, Lolita was taken to the outskirts, where Manxiong was hiding.
“You…”
The moment the sack was removed, Lolita became nervous when she saw the situation
in front of her, and couldn’t help but shouted, “Who are you? Why are you arresting me?
Tell you, I’m the Dumen family. My eldest lady, let me go!”
When she said this, Lolita wanted to struggle, but her hands and feet were tied and she
couldn’t exert any strength.
“Tsk tsk.”
Manxiong slowly walked over and said with a smile: “I’ve always heard that the eldest
lady of the Dumen family is a famous beauty, and when I see it today, it’s true.” As he
said, Manxiong looked up and down. Lolita.
Beautiful, so beautiful.
After watching for more than ten seconds, Manxiong reacted and smiled at Lolita: “Miss
Lolita, my name is Manxiong, you should have heard of me!”
What?
Hearing this, Lolita’s heart trembled and she panicked.
Manxiong is a famous mountain bandit in the Pearl City area. He is ruthless and
ruthless.
However, the Dumen family doesn’t seem to have any grudge against him.
Thinking to himself, Lolita couldn’t help but say, “Why did you arrest me?”
Manxiong smiled and said slowly, “Don’t panic, I won’t hurt you for the time being. Your
husband and I have a little grudge, but it’s just that This kid has been hiding in your
Dumen family, I can only catch you, and then lead him out!”
With that, Man Xiong asked his men to lock up Lolita.
At this moment, Lolita was nervous and inexplicably angry.
When did this Yue Feng provoke a wicked man like Manxiong, and he was implicated.

…..
the other side.
Seeing that an hour has passed, and Lolita has not returned, Yue Feng has a bad
premonition.
“Mr. Yue Feng.”
At this moment, a servant stood outside the door and said, “Someone sent a letter just
now, saying it was for you!” After speaking, he handed over a letter.
Yue Feng opened the letter, and his expression changed suddenly after reading it.
Nima, Lolita has been kidnapped.
It was clearly written in the letter that Yue Feng was to rush to the barren hills outside
Pearl City within an hour, and only one person was allowed to come, otherwise, Lolita
would be killed.
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Holding back his anger, Yue Feng quickly left the Dumen family and went to find Olina.
To be honest, no matter who the other party is, Yue Feng doesn’t pay attention to it at
all, but for Lolita’s safety, Yue Feng feels more cautious.
When they arrived at Kunning’s private manor, they saw that both Kunning and Olina
were there.
Yue Feng didn’t talk nonsense, and directly told the situation.
What?
Knowing the situation, Kunning and Olina were both extremely shocked and furious.
Soon, Olina reacted, with anger on her delicate face: “During the day, that savage
subordinate followed Mr. Yue Feng, and at night Miss Lolita was kidnapped. Looking at
the situation, this savage is off the hook. It doesn’t matter!”
“It’s just a bunch of bandits, they’re not too timid, I’ll send someone to destroy them.” As
the words
fell, Olina was about to call her men.

At this moment, Yue Feng waved his hand and said: “Don’t be impulsive, Lolita is in
their hands, so you can’t force it.” After speaking, Yue Feng
thought for a while, and continued: “Well, I will meet that savage man. , to attract his
attention, when the time comes, take your subordinates and secretly find out where
Lolita is being held!”
“Understood!” Olina nodded quickly.
After the discussion, Yue Feng and Olina said goodbye and went to the barren hills
outside Pearl City.
……
At this moment, Manxiong is here.
After locking up Lolita, Man Xiong sent his subordinates to call Maddie.
After a while, Madison came in a hurry.
“Big Brother Man Xiong!”
After entering the wooden house, Maddie couldn’t wait to ask Manxiong: “How is it? Did
you teach that Yue Feng a lesson?”
Manxiong showed a hint of embarrassment, and then he smiled and said: “Of course I
learned a lesson, not only that, but I also tied it up. Miss Lolita!” Of course, I can’t say
the things that my subordinates were abused by Yue Feng, it’s too shameless.
What?
Maddie was stunned: “You tied up Lolita? What are you doing?”
“I asked my subordinates to teach that Yue Feng a lesson during the day, but that kid
was too cunning. Seeing that he couldn’t beat a few one-eyed people, he ran away.”
Man Xiong Explained: “I felt angry, so I tied Miss Lolita to lead him out.”
It turned out to be so.
Hearing this, Maddie nodded suddenly, then showed a smile, and continued: “Since you
have captured Lolita, it’s just right, I can play a hero to save the beauty. When that Yue
Feng comes, you can use Lori Ta threatens him, that kid will definitely be soft, then you
will tie him up and humiliate him.”
“When you have finished teaching Yue Feng, send me a firework signal, and then you
will pretend that you can’t beat me and make me perfect. Let’s save Lolita.”

Maddie looked smug when he said this.
Haha… I’m so smart, I can come up with such a perfect plan. At that time, when I save
Lolita from Man Xiong, Lolita must be grateful to myself.
Maybe, back in the Dumen family, Lolita broke off the engagement with Yue Feng and
passed it on to herself.
For a time, Maddie became more and more beautiful the more she thought about it.
Hearing this plan, Manxiong couldn’t help but praise: “Master Maddie, he is really smart,
this plan is too good.”
“As long as this matter is completed, I will definitely repay Big Brother Manxiong.”
“Haha.. .”
After the agreement was reached, Maddie left quickly and hid in the distance, waiting for
the fireworks signal from Manxiong.
…
the other side.
Half an hour later, Yue Feng arrived at the place Manxiong said.
call!
Reaching the dilapidated house, Yue Feng took a deep breath and walked in directly.
Chapter 3279
At this time, a few of the one-eyed guards at the door spotted Yue Feng and
immediately surrounded him.
“Boy!”
At this moment, the one-eyed, with a gloomy look on his face, grinned at Yue Feng:
“You are quite courageous, you are really here alone!”
Stupid!
Yue Feng didn’t bother to pay attention to it and walked in directly.

When I got inside, I saw a bunch of bonfires burning vigorously. Man Xiong was sitting
there, playing with a delicate dagger in his hand, his face was a bit playful, and his
whole body was full of powerful aura.
Swish!
Seeing Yue Feng coming in, Manxiong’s eyes instantly locked on him.
Man Xiong clearly felt that the person in front of him had no holy power at all, but in the
daytime, the one-eyed few couldn’t beat him!
interesting!
After looking at it for a few seconds, Manxiong said abusively: “You are the son-in-law
of the Dumen family? I heard that you are very good at fighting!”
Yue Feng was too lazy to talk nonsense, and said coldly: “It’s me, where is Lolita?”
“Haha . Manxiong
smiled coldly, his eyes flickered with cruelty, and his tone was full of play: “As expected,
you eat soft rice, you are so worried about Miss Lolita, are you afraid that something will
happen to her, and you will not be able to be a son-in-law?” The
voice fell. , One-eyed and a few of his subordinates also laughed.
“This kid, at first glance, is a waste of soft food!”
“Boss, don’t talk nonsense with him.”
“Mad, this kid punched me several times during the day, and I must get it back tonight
with profit. .”
Listening to the shouts of the one-eyed people, Yue Feng did not panic at all, chuckled
lightly, and sat on the chair opposite Manxiong, with Erlang’s legs crossed, not
panicking at all, but extremely calm.
Mad!
Seeing this scene, whether it was Man Xiong or a few people with one eye, their
expressions changed and their hearts became angry.
“Ma De, when you arrive at our site, how dare you show up?”
“Get up, who told you to sit?”

“I don’t know if you live or die!”
At this moment, Man Xiong’s eyes flashed with murderous intent.
But I don’t know why, looking at Yue Feng with an indifferent face, Man Xiong suddenly
had a feeling that he couldn’t tell.
The person in front of him has no holy energy at all, but this calm and calm demeanor
doesn’t seem to be pretending.
Just when Manxiong was thinking about it, Yue Feng said lightly: “Manxiong, right? We
have no grievances and no enmity, so I don’t want to talk nonsense, and let Lolita go
immediately, otherwise, you will regret what you did today. For.”
When he said this, Yue Feng’s face was serious, but his heart was a little uneasy.
Yes, Yue Feng is delaying time, because at this moment Olina is leading her
subordinates to secretly search for the location where Lolita is locked. It’s just that the
environment here is complicated, and I don’t know if Olina can succeed.
Swish!
Hearing this, Man Xiong’s face changed, and then he laughed in anger.
You have been in the Pearl City area for so many years, and you are not even afraid of
the guards, but at this time, you are threatened by a son-in-law who comes to your
door? If this thing spreads out, it won’t be laughed out of your teeth?
“Boy!”
Finally, Man Xiong reacted, staring at Yue Feng like a poisonous snake, and sneered:
“You have the guts, dare to talk to me like this, I think you are really tired of living?” Let
your subordinates do it.
“Boom!”
However, at this moment, only a loud noise was heard outside.
Hearing the loud noise, Man Xiong and his surrounding men were startled.
Chapter 3280
Immediately afterwards, I saw a subordinate running over in a panic, his face full of
horror: “Boss, it’s not good, suddenly there are a lot of people on the mountain…a lot of
people!”

When he said this, the subordinate almost To fall to the ground!
Hearing this, Man Xiong’s expression changed and he hurried out. The one-eyed few
quickly followed.
hiss!
When I got outside, seeing the scene in front of me, whether it was a savage man or a
one-eyed crowd, I couldn’t help but take a deep breath!
I saw hundreds of men in black, swarming over and surrounding the wooden house.
These men in black, uniformly dressed, with machetes in their hands, were
domineering.
The head is a beautiful and sexy woman, wearing a black and red dress, like a
blooming rose in the dark night, but her body is filled with a cold breath.
It was Olina and her men.
Gudong!
At this moment, Manxiong, One-Eyed and the others, their eyes fell on Olina, they all
swallowed saliva secretly, their eyes straightened.
What a sexy woman!
And then, feeling Olina’s strength, Manxiong’s heart tensed.
The saint above? So strong…
Under the shock, Man Xiong squeezed out a smile, stepped forward to please Olina and
said, “This beauty, my name is Man Xiong, dare to ask…” Before he finished speaking
, he was caught by Ao Lina. A subordinate next to Linna interrupted.
“A little mountain bandit is also qualified to ask the name of our big leader?” The
arrogant subordinate said coldly at Manxiong: “Have you seen the logo on our clothes?
We are the Blood Hand Organization, This is our big boss!”
What?
Bloody Hands?
Hearing this, Manxiong was shocked, and his legs suddenly felt weak.

Who in the entire Roland Continent does not know about the Bloody Hand
Organization? That is an existence that even the six major duchies are afraid of. There
are more than 100,000 people all over the place, and the power is very terrifying.
According to rumors, the big leader of the Bloody Hand Organization is a sexy beauty,
but I didn’t expect it to be true.
It’s just that I don’t have any grudges against the Bloody Hand Organization, so why
surround my hiding place?
Thinking to himself, Man Xiong was inexplicably panicked.
“Mr. Yue Feng!”
At this moment, Olina walked slowly and respectfully said to Yue Feng: “Miss Lolita, we
have successfully rescued her, but she was too frightened and is still in a coma.”
When Yue Feng and Manxiong were negotiating just now, Olina secretly led people to
search the barren hills, successfully found the place where Lolita was imprisoned, and
rescued them. Then, she directly led people to surround the wooden house where
Manxiong was hiding. .
“Yeah!” Yue Feng nodded approvingly: “Good job!”
When he said this, Yue Feng finally breathed a sigh of relief. He thought that tonight’s
plan was a bit risky, but Olina was quite efficient.
What? !
Seeing this scene, whether it’s the savage man or the one-eyed few, he’s completely
stupid.
At this time, Man Xiong stared at Yue Feng blankly, speechless.
This…. this door-to-door son-in-law has something to do with the big leader of the
Bloody Hand Organization?
The one-eyed ones next to them also have weak legs, and they can hardly stand still.
They clearly saw that the legendary leader of the Bloody Hand Organization was
standing in front of this Yue Feng, extremely respectful and polite.
How is this possible?
Isn’t this Yue Feng a pharmacist, the son-in-law of the Dumen family? How can there be
such a terrifying connection?

Pfft!
Finally, Manxiong couldn’t hold it any longer, and knelt down in front of Yue Feng,
panicking: “Mr. Yue Feng, this… This is a misunderstanding, please listen to my
explanation…”

